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Meaningful life is a life style of fun, full of passion, and passion for life as well as much of a sense of dismay and disappointment in everyday life. his occurs as a result of satisfy the values and life goals are positive and actually in longing. Meaningful life at mark with the interpersonal relationships of mutual respect and mutual love, preferred activities and generate beneficial works, as well as the ability to overcome various obstacles and considers the constraints it not as a problem but rather as a challenge and an opportunity.

The purpose of the research is the wife living in meaningfulness living husband as TKI in village Ngaglik Kec. Palang Kab. Tuban find out how the concept of meaningfulness of life for husband and wife in living as TKI and to know the meaningfulness of life factors that affect a wife whose husband is staying on as TKI in village Ngaglik Kec. Palang Kab. Tuban in performing an activity.

In this research used an approach known as qualitative approach and the kind of this research is a descriptive study. A descriptive study is a fact-finding and proper interpretation of the studied problems in society, as well as the procedures applicable in the community as well as particular situations and processes that are taking place and the influences of a phenomenon. This research uses the 2 subject with initials AS and LK. where both are wives who live in her husband's work as TKI.

research results about the meaningfulness of life lived in the wife's husband as TKI in village Ngaglik Kec. Palang Kab. Tuban is able to deduce that both the subject's initials AS a wife LK and from TKI have a different view of life. And it can be seen from the 14 new theory includes findings: theory of loneliness, was, needs, satisfaction and dissatisfaction, aggressiveness, self-understanding, resilience, self commitment, decision-making, closer, surrender yourself, social interaction, empathy, despair, a positive attitude, well being, and kebersyukuran and the factors that shape the meaningfulness of life on the subject first to the initials AS the factors and economic factors while the second initials LK economic factor just because the subject is still not having children.